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ABSTRACT
We present high precision, model independent, mass and radius measurements for
16 white dwarfs in detached eclipsing binaries and combine these with previously
published data to test the theoretical white dwarf mass-radius relationship. We reach
a mean precision of 2.4 per cent in mass and 2.7 per cent in radius, with our best
measurements reaching a precision of 0.3 per cent in mass and 0.5 per cent in radius.
We find excellent agreement between the measured and predicted radii across a wide
range of masses and temperatures. We also find the radii of all white dwarfs with
masses less than 0.48M⊙ to be fully consistent with helium core models, but they are
on average 9 per cent larger than those of carbon-oxygen core models. In contrast,
white dwarfs with masses larger than 0.52M⊙ all have radii consistent with carbon-
oxygen core models. Moreover, we find that all but one of the white dwarfs in our
sample have radii consistent with possessing thick surface hydrogen envelopes (10−5 ≥
MH/MWD ≥ 10
−4), implying that the surface hydrogen layers of these white dwarfs are
not obviously affected by common envelope evolution.
Key words: white dwarfs – binaries: eclipsing – stars: fundamental parameters –
stars: interiors
1 INTRODUCTION
The overwhelming majority of all stars born in the Galaxy
will one day evolve into white dwarfs. White dwarfs are sup-
ported against collapse by electron degeneracy pressure and
as such show the remarkable property that the more mas-
sive they are, the smaller their radius. Moreover, this mass-
radius relationship sets an upper limit to the mass of a white
⋆ s.g.parsons@sheffield.ac.uk
dwarf (Chandrasekhar 1931) above which electron degener-
acy can no longer support them, a result that underpins
our understanding of type Ia supernovae and hence the ex-
pansion of the Universe (Riess et al. 1998; Perlmutter et al.
1999). The mass-radius relationship forms an essential part
of many studies of white dwarfs, such as the initial-final mass
relationship (e.g. Catala´n et al. 2008), the white dwarf lu-
minosity function (e.g. Garc´ıa-Berro & Oswalt 2016) as well
as allowing us to compute masses from spectroscopic data
alone (e.g. Bergeron et al. 1992, 2001), and underlies the
© 2017 The Authors
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best mass measurements for white dwarfs in interacting bi-
nary systems (e.g. Wood et al. 1985; Littlefair et al. 2008;
Savoury et al. 2011).
Despite its huge importance to a wide range of astro-
physical topics, the white dwarf mass-radius relationship re-
mains poorly tested observationally. Previous efforts involve
using astrometric binaries where a white dwarf is paired
with a bright main-sequence star and which have accurate
distance measurements and dynamical masses from orbital
fits. These can be combined with spectroscopic measure-
ments of the gravitational redshift of the white dwarf to yield
masses and radii (Shipman et al. 1997; Barstow et al. 2005;
Bond et al. 2015). Unfortunately, very few of these systems
have accurate orbital fits and so masses and radii are instead
determined from a combination of parallax and spectro-
scopic data (e.g. Holberg et al. 2012). However, these mea-
surements still rely on mass-radius relationships to a small
extent, since they require an estimate of the intrinsic flux
of the white dwarf (i.e. the monochromatic Eddington flux),
made by fitting the spectrum of the white dwarf with model
atmosphere codes (that in turn rely on a mass-radius rela-
tionship). This semi-empirical method can also be applied
to isolated white dwarfs, provided they have accurate par-
allax measurements. Therefore, the large sample of parallax
measurements from the Gaiamission should allow the detec-
tion of any offsets between observed and theoretical mass-
radius relations. However, due to uncertainties in model at-
mospheres and evolutionary models, these results may be
difficult to interpret and hence genuine model-independent
mass and radius measurements are still required to properly
test mass-radius relations and fully understand Gaia data
(Tremblay et al. 2017).
Using isolated white dwarfs, or those in wide astromet-
ric binaries, limits the range over which one can test the
white dwarf mass-radius relationship. This is because all of
these white dwarfs will have masses larger than ∼0.5M⊙ ,
since lower mass white dwarfs are produced from main-
sequence stars with masses less than ∼0.8M⊙ and the Uni-
verse is not old enough for these stars to have evolved off the
main-sequence yet. However, white dwarfs with masses less
than 0.5M⊙ have been identified, and are almost exclusively
found in close binary systems, the low masses being the re-
sult of past interactions between the two stars (Marsh 1995;
Rebassa-Mansergas et al. 2011), although note that massive
white dwarfs can also be found in close binaries (see the lat-
est catalogue from Rebassa-Mansergas et al. 2016, for exam-
ple). Moreover, a fraction of these close binaries are eclips-
ing, allowing us to directly measure the mass and radius of
the white dwarf to a precision of 1 − 2 per cent, indepen-
dent of model atmosphere calculations. Double-lined eclips-
ing binaries are generally the best sources for mass-radius
measurements (Torres et al. 2010).
White dwarfs with masses below 0.5M⊙ are expected
to have cores composed primarily of helium, since they are
the result of strong mass-loss episodes during the red gi-
ant branch stage (e.g. from binary interactions), before the
helium core flash has converted the core to carbon and oxy-
gen. However, it may still be possible to form carbon-oxygen
(C/O) core white dwarfs with masses as low as 0.33M⊙
via anomalous mass-loss episodes on the red giant branch
or the core He-burning phase (Prada Moroni & Straniero
2009), meaning that both C/O and He core white dwarfs
may exist in this mass range. Since He core white dwarfs are
more expanded than those with C/O cores of the same mass
and temperature (e.g. Panei et al. 2007), precise enough ra-
dius measurements can distinguish between the two possible
core compositions.
In this paper we present precise mass and radius mea-
surements for 16 white dwarfs in detached eclipsing bina-
ries with low-mass main-sequence star companions and com-
bine them with 10 previous measurements to test theoretical
mass-radius relationships over a wide range of masses and
temperatures. Results for the main-sequence stars will be
presented elsewhere.
2 OBSERVATIONS AND THEIR REDUCTION
In this section we describe our photometric and spectro-
scopic observations. Due to the large number of entries, the
observing logs can be found in Table A1 (photometry) and
Table B1 (spectroscopy) in the appendix.
2.1 ULTRACAM photometry
We obtained high-speed photometry for the majority of
our targets using the frame-transfer CCD camera ULTRA-
CAM (Dhillon et al. 2007). Observations were performed
between 2002 and 2016 and were obtained with ULTRA-
CAM mounted as a visitor instrument on the 3.5-m New
Technology Telescope (NTT) on La Silla, Chile, the 4.2-m
William Herschel Telescope (WHT) on La Palma, Spain and
the 8.2-m Very Large Telescope (VLT) at Paranal, Chile.
ULTRACAM uses a triple beam setup allowing one to ob-
tain data in the u′, g′ and either r ′ or i′ band simultaneously.
All of these data were reduced using the ULTRACAM
pipeline software. The source flux was determined with aper-
ture photometry using a variable aperture scaled accord-
ing to the full width at half maximum (FWHM). Variations
in observing conditions were accounted for by determining
the flux relative to a comparison star in the field of view.
The data were flux calibrated using observations of stan-
dard stars observed during twilight.
2.2 ULTRASPEC photometry
We observed a number of eclipsing systems with the high-
speed camera ULTRASPEC (Dhillon et al. 2014) mounted
on the 2.4-m Thai National Telescope (TNT) on Doi
Inthanon, Thailand. ULTRASPEC is a high-speed frame-
transfer EMCCD camera that operates in a similar fashion
to ULTRACAM but with a single beam. Our observations
were made using either the g′ band filter or a broad u′+g′+r ′
filter known as KG5 (as described in Dhillon et al. 2014, see
also the appendix of Hardy et al. 2017). The ULTRASPEC
data were reduced using the ULTRACAM pipeline as pre-
viously described.
2.3 X-shooter spectroscopy
We spectroscopically observed our eclipsing systems with
the medium resolution echelle spectrograph X-shooter
(Vernet et al. 2011), which is mounted at the Cassegrain fo-
cus of the VLT-UT2 at Paranal, Chile. X-shooter covers the
MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2017)
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Figure 1. X-shooter UVB arm spectra of the white dwarfs in our binaries ordered from coolest (bottom-left) to hottest (top-right), in
the white dwarf restframes. The M dwarf components have been subtracted from these spectra, though any strong, variable emission
lines from them (e.g. from irradiation or activity) are not completely removed (particularly strong in the case of SDSS J0314+0206). The
spectra have been binned by a factor of 10 for clarity.
spectral range from the atmospheric cutoff in the UV to the
near-infrared K band in three separate arms, known as the
UVB (0.30−0.56 microns), VIS (0.56−1.01 microns) and NIR
(1.01−2.40 microns). Separate slit widths can be set for each
arm and the UVB and VIS arms can be binned by up to a
factor of 2 × 2. All our observations were performed with
slit widths of 1.0”, 0.9” and 0.9” in the UVB, VIS and NIR
arms respectively. During X-shooter exposures the evolution
of the parallactic angle is not followed. Prior to 2012 the at-
mospheric dispersion corrector (ADC) allowed observations
to be taken in long series without needing to reorient the slit.
The ADCs were disabled in August 2012 and hence subse-
quent observations had the potential to suffer from large slit
losses, particularly for a long series of exposures. This ef-
fect was mitigated by setting the slit angle to pass through
the parallactic halfway through a 1 hour set of exposures,
re-aligning the slit after each hour, to ensure that it never
drifted too far from the parallactic. In addition, for all obser-
vations the VIS arm was binned by a factor of 2 in the spatial
direction, while the UVB arm was also binned by a factor
of 2 in the spatial direction (for all observations) and by a
factor of 2 in the dispersion direction just for our faintest
targets (g > 19). This results in a resolution of R∼7500.
In addition to our main targets, we also observed a num-
ber of M dwarf template stars with the same instrumental
setup (from M1.0 to M8.0 in steps of 0.5 of a spectral class)
as well as several bright DC white dwarfs, which we used to
remove telluric features from our target spectra. All of the
data were reduced using the standard pipeline release of the
X-shooter Common Pipeline Library (CPL) recipes (version
2.6.8) within ESORex, the ESO Recipe Execution Tool.
For a small number of our targets the NIR arm data
had very low signal-to-noise ratios due to the faintness of
these targets. These are indicated in Table B1 and we dis-
carded these data from our subsequent analysis. Figure 1
shows UVB arm spectra for all of our targets with the M
dwarf components removed (using in-eclipse or appropri-
ately scaled template spectra, see Section 5.1).
The accuracy of the wavelength calibration of X-shooter
data from the pipeline reduction is 0.03nm in the UVB,
0.02nm in the VIS and 0.004nm in the NIR arm, correspond-
ing to a velocity precision of ∼1km s−1 at Hα. Additionally,
there is a further ∼0.01nm offset in the wavelength solution
due to imperfect positioning of the target in the slit1. How-
1 https://www.eso.org/sci/facilities/paranal/instruments/xshoo
ter/doc/XS wlc shift 150615.pdf
MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2017)
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ever, the wavelength accuracy can be improved in the VIS
and NIR arms using sky emission and telluric lines, enabling
velocity measurements to an accuracy of ∼0.5km s−1. Since
there are no sky lines in the UVB arm we used any main-
sequence star lines visible in the UVB arm to measure any
systemic velocity offsets (relative to the main-sequence star
features in the VIS/NIR arms). In some cases there are no
such features visible, in which case we consider the accuracy
of any velocity measurements in the UVB arm to be 1km s−1.
We find no evidence of variations in the wavelength shifts
between subsequent spectra of the same target, therefore,
this primarily affects the precision of our systemic velocity
measurements, rather than the radial velocity amplitudes.
3 BREAKING THE DEGENERACY
BETWEEN INCLINATION AND SCALED
RADII
Observations of just the eclipse of the white dwarf by its
main-sequence star companion do not contain enough in-
formation to fully solve for the binary parameters. This is
because the eclipse profile only contains two pieces of infor-
mation (its width and the duration of the ingress/egress),
while there are three unknowns: the orbital inclination, i,
and the radii of the two stars scaled by the orbital sepa-
ration (RWD/a and RMS/a). Therefore, it is possible to fit
the same eclipse profile with a high inclination system con-
taining a large white dwarf and small main-sequence star or
a lower inclination system with a smaller white dwarf and
larger main-sequence star. Hence at least one more piece of
information is required in order to break this degeneracy. In
this section we outline several different techniques that we
use to this end.
3.1 The depth of the secondary eclipse
The most straightforward and direct method of breaking the
degeneracy between the inclination and scaled radii is to
measure the depth of the secondary eclipse (i.e. the transit
of the white dwarf across the face of its main-sequence star
companion). This is analogous to an exoplanet transit and
hence the depth of the eclipse is the ratio of the areas of
the two stars, (RWD/RMS)
2. Therefore, combining this with
the primary eclipse profile directly yields the inclination and
two radii (see Parsons et al. 2010, for an example of this
technique).
However, since white dwarfs are so much smaller than
main-sequence stars and because the white dwarf dilutes
the eclipse, the depth of the secondary eclipse is usually
less than 1-2 per cent. Given the relative faintness of these
objects (the mean g band magnitude of our sample is 17.6),
in the vast majority of systems, detecting and measuring the
depth of the secondary eclipse is currently not possible and
other techniques are required. The secondary eclipse is only
detected in one of our systems, RRCae.
3.2 The gravitational redshift of the white dwarf
General relativity tells us that the light emerging from
the gravitational well of a white dwarf is redshifted by an
Figure 2. The measured and computed gravitational redshifts of
the white dwarfs in our binaries. The expected redshift values are
those determined from the mass and radius of the white dwarf,
computed from Equation 1. The measured values are the spectro-
scopic redshifts from our X-shooter data. Only objects where the
spectroscopic redshift was not used to determine the inclination
are shown.
amount given by
Vz = 0.635(MWD/M⊙)(R⊙/RWD) km s
−1. (1)
Furthermore, if we know the radial velocity amplitudes of
the two stars then Kepler’s third law tells us
MWD =
PKMS(KWD + KMS)
2
2πG sin3 i
, (2)
where P is the orbital period and KWD and KMS are the ra-
dial velocity semi-amplitudes of the white dwarf and main-
sequence star respectively. Therefore, if we can spectro-
scopically measure the gravitational redshift of the white
dwarf (measured from the offset in the radial velocity semi-
amplitudes of the two stars), then combining these two equa-
tions gives us a relationship between the white dwarf’s ra-
dius and the binary inclination. This can then be used in
combination with the primary eclipse profile to break the
degeneracy between the inclination and scaled radii of the
two stars. See Parsons et al. (2012b) for an example of this
technique.
The advantage of this technique is that all it requires is
that spectral features from both stars are visible. Therefore,
it is applicable to a wide range of systems. However, the
precision of the final parameters is strongly correlated to how
well the radial velocity semi-amplitudes of the two stars can
be measured and therefore it can be less precise than some
of the other methods, particularly in systems where one star
strongly dominates over the other in the spectrum.
Finally, we note that there has been some discrepancy
between the measured and expected gravitational redshift
of the white dwarf in the wide binary Sirius (Barstow et al.
2005) and several previous redshift measurements of white
MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2017)
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dwarfs in close binaries were only marginally in agreement
with the expected value (Maxted et al. 2007; Parsons et al.
2010; Pyrzas et al. 2012). Additionally, in several cases, we
use features from the white dwarf that originate from ac-
creting material from the wind of the main-sequence star
(and may form higher up in the white dwarf’s atmosphere,
hence lower gravitational potential, particularly so in the
case of emission lines from the white dwarf). Therefore, it is
worth checking the accuracy of this method. In Figure 2 we
show the measured and expected redshift values for all of
the white dwarfs in our sample (and previously published)
in which the gravitational redshift itself was not used to
determine the stellar parameters (i.e. the method outlined
above was not used). The values are in excellent agreement,
even when using lines originating from accreting wind ma-
terial. Therefore, stellar parameters determined from this
technique should be accurate and also shows that our final
mass and radius constraints are consistent regardless of the
method used to break the inclination degeneracy.
3.3 The rotational broadening of the M star
The short periods and extreme mass ratios of these binaries
means that the main-sequence star components are tidally
locked to the white dwarf and therefore their rotational pe-
riod matches the orbital period (for low-mass M stars in bi-
naries with a white dwarf and periods of less than a day, the
tidal synchronisation timescale is of the order of 105 years
and so all of our systems should be synchronised Zahn 1977).
This means that these stars are rotating quite rapidly and
hence their spectral lines are broadened by a factor given by
Vrot sin i = KMS(1 + q)
RMS
a
, (3)
where q = MWD/MMS, the binary mass ratio (Marsh et al.
1994). The rotational broadening can be measured from
spectroscopy by artificially broadening the lines of template
stars to fit the observed line profiles of our systems, tak-
ing into account any additional smearing of the lines from
the velocity shift of the main-sequence star during an ex-
posure (see Marsh et al. 1994, for details of this method).
Note that we applied a high-pass filter to both the observed
and broadened template spectra before comparing them in
order to prevent the continuum dominating the rotational
broadening determination. If both KMS and q have also
been spectroscopically measured, then the rotational broad-
ening gives a direct measurement of the scaled radius of the
main-sequence star, which can be combined with the pri-
mary eclipse profile to fully determine the binary and stellar
parameters (see Parsons et al. 2016, for an example of this
technique).
This technique is useful for systems in which the main-
sequence star contributes a substantial fraction of the optical
flux. Moreover, it is best suited to systems with very short
orbital periods and those that are close to Roche-lobe fill-
ing, where the rotational broadening is maximised. However,
in systems where the white dwarf completely dominates the
optical flux, or where the main-sequence star is strongly irra-
diated by the white dwarf, this technique may not be reliable
or even possible.
3.4 The amplitude of ellipsoidal modulation
The tidal distortion of main-sequence stars in close binaries
with white dwarfs causes a sinusoidal variation in the light
curve on half the binary period, caused by the variation in
surface area that the star presents to the Earth during its
orbit. The amplitude of this effect is approximately given by
δF
F
= 0.15
(15 + uMS)(1 + βMS)
3 − uMS
(
RMS
a
)3
q sin2 i, (4)
where uMS is the linear limb darkening coefficient and βMS
is the gravity darkening exponent of the main-sequence star
(Morris & Naftilan 1993; Zucker et al. 2007); note that the
companion must be tidally locked for this assumption to be
valid. Therefore, this effect can be used to establish a re-
lationship between the scaled radius of the main-sequence
star and the inclination in a manner independent of the pri-
mary eclipse profile, and hence can be combined to break
the degeneracy between these parameters (see Parsons et al.
2012c, for an example of this technique).
However, while this technique can work in some sys-
tems, it is often difficult to reliably measure the ellipsoidal
amplitude due to the unknown contribution from starspots,
which may dilute or strengthen the ellipsoidal amplitude
depending upon their location on the surface of the star.
Therefore, in this paper we do not use this technique to help
break the degeneracy between the scaled radii and inclina-
tion. However, when visible in the light curve, we do check
that the amplitude is consistent with our best-fit models.
4 RADIAL VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS
We measured the radial velocity semi-amplitudes of both
stars in each binary by first identifying the cleanest features
from each star then fitting them with a combination of a
straight line and a Gaussian (or double Gaussian in the case
of Balmer absorption from the white dwarf, that includes a
broader component for the wings of the line and a narrower
one for the core of the line). Each spectrum was fitted indi-
vidually and the resulting velocity measurements (vt) were
combined to determine the semi-amplitude (K) and systemic
velocity (γ) of each star by fitting them with the following
equation:
vt = γ + K sin
(
2π(t − t0)
P
)
, (5)
where P is the orbital period and t0 is the mid-eclipse time
(previously determined from the photometry). The results
for all systems are listed in Table 1, which also gives the
specific features used to measure the velocities of each star,
as well as the rotational broadening (where possible) for the
main-sequence stars measured as outlined in Section 3.3.
Recall that the difference in the γ values between the white
dwarf and main-sequence star is related to the gravitational
redshift of the white dwarf. We also show the radial velocity
curves for all our X-shooter targets in Figure 3 (note that the
system RRCae is not included in this figure, since the radial
velocity data have already been published in Ribeiro et al.
2013).
For some of our objects, specifically those containing
very hot white dwarfs, the main-sequence star is irradiated
to such an extent that its spectral features are completely
MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2017)
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Figure 3. Radial velocity measurements for the white dwarfs (black) and main-sequence stars (blue) for all the binaries we observed
with X-shooter (note that RRCae was not observed with X-shooter). The best fit curves are shown in red.
diluted. In these cases, many absorption lines from the main-
sequence star are instead in emission. However, while these
emission lines can be strong and hence give very precise
velocity measurements, because they arise from the heated
face of the star they do not track the centre-of-mass of the
star, but rather the centre-of-light of the emission region
on the hemisphere facing the white dwarf. Therefore, they
are not ideal features to use for precise stellar parameter
measurements. However, in some cases these emission lines
are the only features visible from the main-sequence star. It
is possible to correct from the emission line velocity (Kemis)
to the centre-of-mass velocity via an equation,
KMS =
Kemis
1 − f (1 + q)
RMS
a
, (6)
where f is a constant between 0 and 1 which depends upon
MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2017)
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Table 1. Spectroscopic measurements. We have highlighted with an asterisk (∗) those systems where the radial velocity of the main-
sequence star was determined by applying a correction factor to the velocity of emission lines (see Section 4). Data for RRCae were
taken from Ribeiro et al. (2013). Note that when referring to the hydrogen absorption lines of white dwarfs we actually fitted the narrow
core of the line, rather than the broader wings.
Object KWD γWD WD feature KMS γMS MS feature Vrot sin i
(km s−1) (km s−1) used (km s−1) (km s−1) used (km s−1)
CSS 080502 153.89 ± 0.99 −6.51 ± 0.65 Hβ 210.33 ± 0.43 −24.34 ± 1.79 Na i 8183/94 131.76 ± 2.56
CSS 09704 70.2 ± 5.1 12.5 ± 4.9 Hα 249.1 ± 7.4∗ 2.5 ± 6.8 Hα (em) -
CSS 21357 100.63 ± 2.51 15.06 ± 1.96 Hβ 230.27 ± 0.50 −19.75 ± 0.50 Na i 8183/94 60.78 ± 2.06
CSS 40190 80.85 ± 4.74 −17.09 ± 4.09 Hβ 275.92 ± 0.88 −36.03 ± 0.92 Na i 8183/94 74.75 ± 1.45
RRCae 73.3 ± 0.4 98.0 ± 1.0 Hβ 195.1 ± 0.3 77.9 ± 0.4 Hα -
SDSS J0024+1745 161.67 ± 3.17 17.82 ± 2.45 Ca ii 3934 194.30 ± 0.20 −7.17 ± 0.77 Na i 8183/94 107.42 ± 1.80
SDSS J0106−0014 91.86 ± 3.49 17.83 ± 3.44 Hα 328.15 ± 3.22 5.04 ± 3.16 Na i 8183/94 -
SDSS J0110+1326 72.90 ± 1.29 40.36 ± 0.78 Hα 190.85 ± 1.23 24.11 ± 0.86 K i 12522 74.20 ± 4.40
SDSS J0314+0206 123.69 ± 2.04 −2.81 ± 1.35 He i 5876 186.77 ± 0.50 −27.31 ± 0.58 K i 12522 -
SDSS J1021+1744 147.45 ± 0.60 −1.20 ± 0.50 Hα (em) 239.21 ± 0.70 −24.37 ± 0.50 Na i 8183/94 140.56 ± 2.26
SDSS J1028+0931 157.75 ± 1.00 24.64 ± 0.80 Hα (em) 162.68 ± 0.50 9.53 ± 0.50 Na i 8183/94 90.38 ± 1.50
SDSS J1123−1155 72.09 ± 1.39 27.07 ± 0.90 Ca ii 3934 151.17 ± 0.20 −1.44 ± 0.50 Na i 8183/94 -
SDSS J1307+2156 82.80 ± 0.59 26.59 ± 0.50 Ca ii 3934 247.89 ± 0.28 −3.97 ± 0.50 K i 12522 54.56 ± 2.56
SDSS J1329+1230 75.50 ± 1.70 11.72 ± 1.87 Ca ii 3934 313.9 ± 5.8∗ −2.03 ± 1.20 Hα (em) -
SDSS J2235+1428 75.52 ± 4.74 4.75 ± 3.43 Hα 240.56 ± 4.64 −8.15 ± 4.34 Na i 8183/94 65.86 ± 8.50
WD1333+005 81.95 ± 0.47 45.67 ± 0.50 Ca ii 3934 271.19 ± 0.20 29.98 ± 0.50 Na i 8183/94 70.56 ± 2.06
the location of the centre of light (Parsons et al. 2012a). For
f = 0 the emission is spread uniformly across the entire
surface of the secondary star and therefore the centre of
light is the same as the centre of mass. For f = 1 all of
the flux is assumed to come from the point on the main-
sequence star’s surface closest to the white dwarf (the sub-
stellar point). This sets the upper and lower limits on the
true centre-of-mass velocity. However, we can be more pre-
cise than this, since this f factor is related to the optical
depth of the emission (Parsons et al. 2010). With a suffi-
cient number of emission lines from different atomic species
it is possible to reliably estimate the centre-of-mass radial
velocity to within ∼ 5km s−1. This technique was tested by
Parsons et al. (2012b) for SDSSJ1212−0123, where both ab-
sorption and emission features are present.
Finally, there are some systems where the irradiation is
fairly mild and so absorption lines from the main-sequence
star are still visible, but there is a subtle emission core to the
line that slightly shifts the velocity of the line. In these cases
it is important to test if this is having a noticeable effect by
measuring the equivalent width of the line as a function of
orbital phase. If the line is weaker when the heated side
of the star is viewed face on then the velocity will not be
reliable. We did this for all the lines we used to measure
the radial velocity of the main-sequence star and found that
they were clean and reliable (i.e. showed no variations in
their equivalent widths throughout the orbit).
5 SPECTRAL FITTING
In this section we detail how we removed the main-sequence
star features from our spectra and how the resulting white
dwarf spectra were then fitted to determine their effective
temperatures.
5.1 Main-sequence star removal
In order to accurately fit the spectra of the white dwarfs
in our binaries we need to remove the main-sequence star
contributions. This is important since fitting spectra with
both white dwarf and main-sequence star models simulta-
neously has been shown to give erroneous results when the
main-sequence star is particularly dominant (Parsons et al.
2013) and reliable white dwarf effective temperature mea-
surements are essential so that we can compare our mass
and radius measurements with the correct models.
We spectroscopically observed all of our X-shooter tar-
gets during the eclipse of the white dwarf in order to obtain
clean spectra of just the main-sequence star components.
For the majority of our targets this was successful, how-
ever, for four of our objects (CSS 09704, SDSSJ0106−0014,
SDSSJ1329+1230 and SDSSJ2235+1428) the in-eclipse
spectra had extremely low signal-to-noise ratios (S/N<1)
due to a combination of the faintness of the main-sequence
components and the short duration of the eclipse limiting
the exposure time. We then used these in-eclipse spectra (or
template spectra in the case of the four low S/N objects, de-
termined from their measured masses and the mass-spectral
class relationship from Baraffe & Chabrier 1996) and sub-
tracted them from all other spectra after shifting them into
the main-sequence star’s rest frame. We then shifted these
main-sequence star subtracted spectra into the rest frame
of the white dwarf and averaged them to create the spectra
shown in Figure 1.
While this process removes the absorption features of
the main-sequence stars, the majority of emission lines were
not removed, since these tend to be highly variable as
they arise from a combination of irradiation and stellar
activity, hence these are still present in the final spectra.
For example, the highly irradiated main-sequence star in
SDSSJ0314+0206 produces a large number of emission lines
as seen in Figure 1. Furthermore, in systems where the main-
sequence star is highly irradiated, or very close to filling its
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Roche lobe, the absorption features can vary in strength
with orbital phase due to temperature variations over the
surface of the star, hence the subtraction is never perfect
and we therefore limit our spectral analysis to the short-
est wavelength data (the UVB arm of X-shooter) where the
white dwarfs generally dominate the flux anyway, to reduce
this effect as much as possible.
5.2 White dwarf spectral fitting
The temperature of a white dwarf can have a significant
effect on its radius, in particular for relatively hot, low-
mass white dwarfs. We fitted the X-Shooter spectra of the
white dwarfs in our sample following the method outlined
in Rebassa-Mansergas et al. (2007). The X-shooter spectra
of each white dwarf were shifted into its rest-frame, and had
the contribution of the M-dwarf removed (see Section 5.1
and Figure 1). We used an updated model grid of hydro-
gen (DA) atmosphere white dwarfs computed with the code
described in Koester (2010), adopting ML2/α = 0.8 for the
mixing length in convective atmospheres (Teff <∼ 15, 000K).
The continuum-normalised Balmer lines in the X-Shooter
spectra were fitted with the full model grid, and the best-
fit parameters were then determined from a bicubic fit to
the χ2 surface in the (Teff, log g) plane. The degeneracy be-
tween the“hot”and“cold” solution, corresponding to similar
equivalent widths of the Balmer lines, was resolved using the
slope of the white dwarf continuum.
To test the robustness of the fits, and estimate realis-
tic parameters, we fitted both the average and all individual
X-Shooter spectra. The average spectra were of high signal-
to-noise ratio (S/N ≃ 60 − 140, apart for SDSSJ0024+1745
(S/N ≃ 12) and SDSSJ1021+1744 (S/N ≃ 40)), and uncer-
tainties in the fits to these spectra are therefore dominated
by systematic effects. In contrast, the fits to the individ-
ual X-Shooter spectra (typical S/N ≃ 10 − 20) are domi-
nated by the statistical uncertainties. We compute the best-
fit parameters for each system as the average from the fits
to the individual spectra, and adopt as uncertainties the
standard deviations from these mean values. For all sys-
tems, the fit parameters derived from the average spectrum
are, within the uncertainties, consistent with these best-
fit values (see Tremblay et al. 2017 for a detailed discus-
sion on the precision of atmospheric parameters measured
from multiple spectra). The X-Shooter spectra (average and
individual) of SDSSJ1021+1744, SDSSJ0024+1745, and
SDSSJ0314+0206 were significantly contaminated by emis-
sion lines from the active and/or irradiated companion star.
We masked the regions affected by the emission lines before
fitting the spectra, and the atmospheric parameters of these
stars are subject to larger uncertainties.
In the case of SDSSJ1307+2156, the Balmer lines were
so weak and affected by emission lines that the fitting
procedure failed. Instead we fitted the average X-Shooter
spectrum (this time including the M-dwarf contribution),
supplemented by the SDSS ugriz fluxes and the GALEX
near-ultraviolet flux using a composite spectrum of a DA
white dwarf model, with the surface gravity fixed log g =
8.062, as determined from the light curve fits. We found
that the spectral energy distribution of the white dwarf in
SDSSJ1307+2156 is well reproduced by Teff = 8500 ± 500K.
6 LIGHT CURVE FITTING
All light curves were fitted using a code written for
the general case of binaries containing white dwarfs (see
Copperwheat et al. 2010 for a detailed description). The
program subdivides each star into small elements with a
geometry fixed by its radius as measured along the direction
of centres towards the other star. Roche geometry distortion
and irradiation of the main-sequence star are included.
The basic parameters required to define the model are:
• q = MMS/MWD, the binary mass ratio
• Vs = (KWD+KMS)/sin i, the sum of the unprojected stel-
lar orbital speeds
• i, the binary inclination
• RWD/a and RMS/a, the radii of the two stars scaled by
the orbital separation, a.
• T0, the time of mid-eclipse
• P, the binary period
• Teff,WD and Teff,MS, the unirradiated temperatures of the
two stars. Note that the temperatures are essentially just
flux scaling parameters and only approximately correspond
to the actual temperatures.
• A, the fraction of the irradiating flux from the white
dwarf absorbed by the main-sequence star
• Gravity darkening coefficients for the main-sequence
star
• Limb darkening coefficients for both stars
q, Vs, i, RWD/a, RMS/a and T0 were allowed to vary,
although any spectroscopic constraints that we had for Vs
and q were included in the fitting process. All data were
phase-folded using previously published ephemerides, hence
the period was kept fixed at a value of 1. We kept Teff,WD
fixed at the value determined from the spectroscopic fits
and allowed Teff,MS to vary (we reiterate that these are only
flux scaling parameters and so do not represent the true
temperatures).
The irradiation is approximated by σT ′4
MS
= σT4
MS
+
AFirr where T
′
MS is the modified temperature and TMS is
the temperature of the unirradiated main-sequence star, σ
is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, A is the fraction of the
irradiating flux from the white dwarf absorbed by the main-
sequence star and Firr is the irradiating flux, accounting for
the angle of incidence and distance from the white dwarf.
The value of A makes little difference to the shape of the
eclipse of the white dwarf, since at this phase the heated
side of the main-sequence star is pointing away from Earth.
Therefore, for most of our targets (those with just white
dwarf eclipse data) this was fixed at a value of 0.5. Otherwise
it was allowed to vary freely.
The gravity darkening coefficients for the main-sequence
stars were taken from Claret & Bloemen (2011) for the ap-
propriate filter. Note that this only has an effect in systems
that are very close to Roche lobe filling. For both stars we
adopted a four-parameter non-linear limb darkening model
(see Claret 2000), given by
I(µ)
I(1)
= 1 −
4∑
k=1
ak (1 − µ
k
2 ), (7)
where µ = cos φ (φ is the angle between the line of sight and
the emergent flux), and I(1) is the monochromatic specific
intensity at the centre of the stellar disk. Parameters for the
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Figure 4. An example of the posterior probability distribu-
tions from one of our MCMC chains fitting the light curve of
SDSS J0024+1745. In this case the probability was driven by a
combination of the χ2 of the fit to the light curve and a prior
probability from the spectroscopic mass ratio, radial velocity and
rotational broadening measurements. The mean values of each pa-
rameter have been subtracted and only 10 per cent of the points
are shown for clarity.
white dwarfs were taken from Gianninas et al. (2013) and
from Claret & Bloemen (2011) for the main-sequence stars
and held fixed during the fitting process. While this means
that our mass-radius measurements are not completely in-
dependent of model atmosphere calculations, the adopted
values of the limb darkening coefficients have a very minor
impact on the final physical parameters of the stars, typically
at a level below their statistical uncertainties (Parsons et al.
2016).
We used the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
method to determine the distributions of our model param-
eters (Press et al. 2007). The MCMC method involves mak-
ing random jumps in the model parameters, with new mod-
els being accepted or rejected according to their probability
computed as a Bayesian posterior probability. This proba-
bility is driven by a combination of the χ2 of the fit to the
light curve data and any additional prior probabilities from
our spectroscopic data, which allow us to implement the in-
clination and radii degeneracy breaking techniques outlined
in Section 3. For each target an initial MCMC chain was
used to determine the approximate best parameter values
and covariances. These were then used as the starting val-
ues for longer chains which were used to determine the final
model values and their uncertainties. Four chains were run
simultaneously to ensure that they converged on the same
values. The first 50,000 points from each chain were classified
as a “burn-in” phase and were removed for the subsequent
analysis, to ensure the final results were not skewed towards
the initial values. An example of the typical parameter dis-
tributions is shown in Figure 4.
7 RESULTS
In this section we detail the results for each object individ-
ually. We reiterate that the focus of this paper is testing
the mass-radius relation for white dwarfs and the results
for the main-sequence stars will be presented in a forth-
coming paper. Model fits to all the primary eclipse light
curves are shown in Figure 5. Additionally, in Figure 6 we
plot the mass-radius constraints for all our white dwarfs
along with different mass-radius relationships correspond-
ing to C/O core models and He core models with thick and
thin surface hydrogen envelopes. White dwarf models are
taken from Fontaine et al. (2001) and Benvenuto & Althaus
(1999) (Teff > 40, 000K) for C/O core white dwarfs and from
Panei et al. (2007) for He core white dwarfs. In the following
sections we quote the mass-radius values and their uncer-
tainties from the 1σ contours in Figure 6.
7.1 CSS 080502
CSS080502 (SDSSJ090812.04+060421.2 in SIMBAD) was
discovered to be an eclipsing white dwarf plus M dwarf bi-
nary with a period of 3.6 h by Drake et al. (2009). It is a
relatively bright (V = 17.1) system containing a 17,800 K
white dwarf with an M3.5 companion. This binary is ideal for
precise mass-radius measurements since the white dwarf’s
spectral features dominate blueward of Hα while the M
star’s features dominate redward from this. Irradiation of
the main-sequence star is also minor. For this system we
used the rotational broadening of the main-sequence star to
help constrain the orbital inclination.
The fit shows that the white dwarf has a mass and ra-
dius of 0.476 ± 0.004M⊙ and 0.0175 ± 0.0003 R⊙ , placing it
in the region where both C/O and He core white dwarfs
may exist. However, while the radius is consistent with He
core models, it is substantially larger than C/O core models
predict and would be 6 per cent oversized if it has a C/O
core (see Figure 6). The radius is also more consistent with
a thick surface hydrogen envelope (MH/MWD = 10
−4) rather
than thinner models.
7.2 CSS 09704
CSS09704 (SDSSJ220823.66-011534.1 in SIMBAD) is a hot
(30,000K) white dwarf with a low-mass M6 companion in
a 3.8 h binary discovered by Drake et al. (2010). The white
dwarf completely dominates the optical flux and substan-
tially irradiates its main-sequence companion star, to the
extent that no absorption lines from the companion are visi-
ble in the X-shooter spectrum. However, several strong emis-
sion lines originating from this star are seen (caused by the
irradiation) and were used to constrain its radial velocity
semi-amplitude using Equation 6. These lines (in conjunc-
tion with the white dwarf’s features) can also be used to
measure the gravitational redshift of the white dwarf and
hence constrain the physical parameters of the stars.
The mass and radius of the white dwarf were deter-
mined to be 0.416±0.036M⊙ and 0.0252±0.0017 R⊙. Despite
the relatively large uncertainties on these measurements, the
radius is consistent with He core models, but substantially
oversized for C/O core models (by 25 per cent). The hy-
drogen layer mass cannot be constrained from our measure-
ments.
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Figure 5. Light curves of the eclipse of the white dwarf in all our systems. The best fit models are shown in red. The light curves shown
are in the g′ band or the KG5 band (for CSS 21357, SDSS J1028+0931, SDSS J1123−1155, SDSS J1307+2156 and WD1333+005).
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Figure 6. Constraints on the masses and radii of the white dwarfs in all our systems, shown as contours (68 and 95 percentile regions).
C/O core models for the measured white dwarf temperature are shown in red for thick (solid, MH/MWD = 10
−4) and thin (dashed,
MH/MWD = 10
−10) hydrogen envelopes (Fontaine et al. 2001) and He core models are shown in green for thick (solid, MH/MWD = 10
−4)
and thin (dashed, MH/MWD = 10
−8) hydrogen envelopes (Panei et al. 2007). All plots are on the same scale and centred on the mean
value for each white dwarf.
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Figure 7. ULTRACAM i′ band light curve of the secondary
eclipse of RRCae (i.e. the transit of the white dwarf across the
face of the main-sequence star). The best fit model is shown in
red as well as a model in which the secondary eclipse has been
turned off, demonstrating its shallow depth and also the small
amount of ellipsoidal modulation present (which causes the curve
in the out-of-eclipse data).
7.3 CSS 21357
CSS21357 (SDSSJ134841.61+183410.5 in SIMBAD) was
discovered by Drake et al. (2010) to be an eclipsing binary
containing a 16,000K white dwarf and an M3 main-sequence
star in a 6.0 h binary. Clean features from both stars are vis-
ible in the X-shooter spectra and the rotational broadening
of the M star was used to constrain the system inclination.
The white dwarf’s mass and radius are 0.658±0.010 M⊙
and 0.0122 ± 0.0005 R⊙. The radius is consistent with C/O
core models, though the uncertainty is too large to constrain
the hydrogen layer mass.
7.4 CSS 40190
CSS40190 (SDSSJ083845.86+191416.5 in SIMBAD) is an
eclipsing system consisting of a 14,900K white dwarf and
an M5 main-sequence star in a 3.1 h period discovered by
Drake et al. (2010). While the white dwarf dominates the
optical spectrum, features from the main-sequence star are
still visible and the star is not strongly irradiated, therefore
reliable velocities could be measured from both stars. Grav-
itational redshift and rotational broadening measurements
were also made, with the broadening measurement used to
constrain the inclination.
The resultant mass and radius measurements for the
white dwarf were 0.482 ± 0.008M⊙ and 0.0158 ± 0.0004 R⊙ ,
placing it in a region where both C/O and He core white
dwarfs may reside. The measured radius is marginally more
consistent with a C/O core white dwarf, but a He core can-
not be ruled out in this case, as shown in Figure 6.
7.5 RRCae
RRCae is a bright (V = 14.4) close-by (20pc,
Subasavage et al. 2009) cool 7,540K DAZ white dwarf in
a 7.3 h binary with an M4 main-sequence star, discovered
to be eclipsing by Krzeminski (1984). We did not observe
RRCae spectroscopically with X-shooter because archival
high quality UVES data already exist and were thoroughly
analysed by Ribeiro et al. (2013). We use their spectroscopic
constraints (listed in Table 1) in addition to our own light
curve data to constrain the system parameters.
RRCae is the only one of our systems in which the
secondary eclipse is visible (though only in the i′ band)
and can be used to constrain the inclination and radii of
both stars; note that several previously published systems
also show secondary eclipses: NNSer (Parsons et al. 2010)
and SDSSJ0857+0342 (Parsons et al. 2012a). In Figure 7
we show the secondary eclipse light curve, which is a combi-
nation of six separate observations. Additionally, the main-
sequence star in RRCae is particularly active and often
flares, hence two observations had to be excluded due to
flares interfering with the eclipse. Nevertheless, the sec-
ondary eclipse is well detected (despite its shallow ∼0.4 per
cent depth) and, in combination with the primary eclipse
and spectroscopic data, places firm constraints on the mass
and radius of the white dwarf of 0.448 ± 0.002M⊙ and
0.01568±0.00009 R⊙ . The measured radius is consistent with
the predictions of He core white dwarf models with a thick
surface hydrogen layer, but is slightly oversized for a C/O
core white dwarf.
7.6 SDSS J0024+1745
SDSSJ0024+1745 (SDSSJ002412.87+174531.4 in SIM-
BAD) was discovered as an eclipsing binary by Parsons et al.
(2015). It shows the shallow eclipse of a cool 8,300K white
dwarf by an M2.5 main-sequence star in a 4.8 h orbit. The
main-sequence star dominates the optical spectrum, but
white dwarf features are visible in the X-shooter spectrum,
specifically the narrow Ca ii H and K lines, which yielded
high precision velocity measurements. The rotational broad-
ening of the M star was used to constrain the orbital incli-
nation and physical parameters of the stars.
We determined the mass and radius of the white dwarf
to be 0.534±0.009 M⊙ and 0.0140±0.0007 R⊙ , consistent with
C/O core models, though not precise enough to constrain the
hydrogen layer mass.
7.7 SDSS J0106−0014
SDSSJ0106−0014 (SDSSJ010623.01−001456.3 in SIMBAD)
was discovered to be an eclipsing binary by Kleinman et al.
(2004), who noted the discrepancy between its SDSS pho-
tometric and spectroscopic magnitudes, indicating that the
system was at least partially in eclipse during the photomet-
ric observations. It consists of a 14,000K white dwarf and a
very low-mass M dwarf companion in a short 2.0 h period.
Our spectroscopic data revealed absorption lines from
the main-sequence star that allowed us to trace its motion,
but were too weak to give reliable rotational broadening
measurements. Therefore, we used the gravitational redshift
of the white dwarf to help constrain the binary inclination.
The mass and radius of the white dwarf were determined
to be 0.441 ± 0.014M⊙ and 0.0175 ± 0.0008 R⊙ , consistent
with He core models (although not precise enough to con-
strain the hydrogen layer mass) and slightly oversized for
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Figure 8. Measured equivalent width of the Na i 8183/94A˚ ab-
sorption doublet (filled black points) and the K i 12500A˚ absorp-
tion line (open red points) originating from the heated main-
sequence star in SDSS J0110+1326. The sodium doublet clearly
becomes weaker around phase 0.5, when the heated hemisphere
of the star is visible, implying that these lines are affected by the
irradiation from the white dwarf and hence do not reliably track
the centre-of-mass of the main-sequence star. The potassium line
shows no such variations in strength and therefore can be used to
properly trace the motion of the star.
C/O core models, although overlapping with thick hydro-
gen layer C/O core models at the 2σ level.
7.8 SDSS J0110+1326
SDSSJ0110+1326 (SDSSJ011009.08+132616.7 in SIM-
BAD) is an eclipsing binary containing a relatively hot
24,500 K white dwarf and an M4.5 main-sequence star with a
period of 8.0 h discovered by Pyrzas et al. (2009). The main-
sequence star is moderately irradiated and therefore many
of its absorption lines are actually slightly filled in at differ-
ent orbital phases thus rendering them unreliable for track-
ing the centre-of-mass of the star. This was previously seen
by Pyrzas et al. (2009) who noted the equivalent width of
the main-sequence star’s lines were highly phase dependent.
However, our X-shooter data cover a much wider wavelength
range than the Pyrzas et al. (2009) spectroscopy. Crucially,
our data cover the near-infrared spectral range where several
strong potassium lines are located. The K i 12500A˚ absorp-
tion line from the main-sequence star shows no variation in
its equivalent width over the orbital period and therefore
appears to be unaffected by the irradiating flux from the
white dwarf (see Figure 8), allowing us to reliably trace its
centre-of-mass as well as measure its rotational broadening.
Note that the radial velocity measurement from the sodium
doublet lines was 194.2 ± 2.7km s−1, slightly larger than the
190.9± 1.2km s−1 measured from the potassium line, demon-
strating the distorting effect of irradiation.
The white dwarf’s mass and radius are 0.466±0.009 M⊙
and 0.0184 ± 0.0004 R⊙ , consistent with He core models
but slightly oversized for C/O core models. The radius is
also marginally more consistent with a thick hydrogen layer
mass.
7.9 SDSS J0314+0206
SDSSJ0314+0206 (WD0312+019 in SIMBAD) was discov-
ered by Drake et al. (2014) to be a deeply eclipsing binary
containing a hot 46,800 K white dwarf with an M3 main-
sequence star companion in a 7.3 h orbit. Despite the high
temperature of the white dwarf, the main-sequence star’s
features are still visible in the X-shooter spectra, thanks to
its relatively high mass. However, it is substantially irradi-
ated by the white dwarf and there are numerous emission
lines throughout the spectra and many of the absorption
lines show variations in their strength at different orbital
phases. Nevertheless, like SDSSJ0110+1326, the K i 12500A˚
absorption line in the near-infrared shows no variations in
strength throughout the orbit and therefore can be used to
reliably track the motion of the main-sequence star. How-
ever, the absorption line is quite weak, since it is heavily
diluted by the white dwarf’s flux, to the extent that the
rotational broadening measurement suffered from substan-
tial uncertainty and hence would not strongly constrain the
inclination, compared to other methods. Therefore, we re-
lied on the gravitational redshift measurement to constrain
the system parameters. As well as the standard Balmer ab-
sorption lines, the white dwarf spectrum also contains He ii
4686A˚ and He i 5876A˚ absorption lines (hence this is a DAO
white dwarf), the latter of which is relatively narrow allow-
ing precise velocity measurements.
The white dwarf has a mass and radius of 0.596 ±
0.009M⊙ and 0.0159 ± 0.0002 R⊙ and has a radius consis-
tent with C/O core models with a thick hydrogen envelope,
as demonstrated in Figure 6.
7.10 SDSS J1021+1744
SDSSJ1021+1744 (SDSSJ102102.25+174439.9 in SIM-
BAD) is a 10,600K white dwarf in a 3.4 h binary with
an M3 main-sequence companion discovered to eclipse by
Parsons et al. (2013). Away from the eclipse, the light curve
shows deep, sharp dips caused by prominence like structures
originating from the M star that pass in front of the white
dwarf (Irawati et al. 2016). We removed all the dips from
each ULTRACAM light curve individually (by simply ex-
cluding any points obviously below the mean out-of-eclipse
flux, plus a small buffer of 20 seconds either side of a dip),
before combining them to make the final eclipse light curve.
The three ULTRACAM observations of SDSSJ1021+1744
were separated by more than four months and, as noted in
Irawati et al. (2016), the dips vary in strength and position
over long timescales, therefore, between the three observa-
tions we were able to construct a clean eclipse light curve.
While the M star’s features are easily visible in the X-
shooter spectra, the white dwarf’s features are heavily di-
luted by the M star. However, the white dwarf accretes ma-
terial from the M star’s wind resulting in emission lines from
the white dwarf in the Balmer series allowing us to track its
motion (these emission features have been seen in other de-
tached white dwarf plus main-sequence star binaries, e.g.
Tappert et al. 2011; Parsons et al. 2012c). We used the ro-
tational broadening measurement to constrain the system
parameters.
The white dwarf has a mass and radius of 0.534 ±
0.004M⊙ and 0.0140 ± 0.0003 R⊙ , consistent with C/O core
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models. The radius is also marginally more consistent with
thick hydrogen layer models. Interestingly, our measure-
ments place the white dwarf in SDSSJ1021+1744 within the
ZZCeti instability strip, although the uncertainty in temper-
ature is large enough that it may still fall outside the strip.
However, we see no evidence in our data for pulsations nor
were there any obvious signs of pulsations in the long term
monitoring data in Irawati et al. (2016).
7.11 SDSS J1028+0931
SDSSJ1028+0931 (SDSSJ102857.78+093129.8 in SIM-
BAD) is a binary containing a 12,200 K white dwarf and an
M2.5 main-sequence star in a 5.6 h orbit discovered to eclipse
by Parsons et al. (2013). The main-sequence star dominates
the optical flux and hence the eclipse is shallow. However,
white dwarf features are visible in the X-shooter spectra and,
like SDSSJ1021+1744, accretion of wind material drives
emission lines in the Balmer series that were used to track
the white dwarf’s motion. We used the rotational broaden-
ing measurement to constrain the system parameters.
We determined the mass and radius of the white dwarf
to be 0.415±0.004 M⊙ and 0.0177±0.0002 R⊙, consistent with
He core models but oversized for C/O models. The radius is
also more consistent with thick hydrogen layer models than
those with thinner layers. These parameters place the white
dwarf close to the blue edge of the ZZCeti instability strip,
but our (limited) photometry does not show any signs of
pulsations.
7.12 SDSS J1123−1155
Discovered to be an eclipsing binary by Parsons et al.
(2015), SDSSJ1123−1155 (SDSSJ112308.40−115559.3 in
SIMBAD) consists of a 10,200K white dwarf in an 18.5 h
orbit with a M3.5 main-sequence star, making it the longest
period binary in our sample. Features from both stars are
visible in the spectrum including narrow metal absorption
lines in the white dwarf’s spectrum caused by accreting wind
material from the main-sequence star. However, due to the
much longer period of this system, compared to the others
in our sample, the rotational broadening of the M star is
relatively small and in fact cannot be measured with the
resolution of the X-shooter data. Therefore, we rely on the
gravitational redshift measurement to determine the incli-
nation and hence physical parameters of the stars.
The white dwarf in SDSSJ1123−1155 was found to have
a mass and radius of 0.605±0.008M⊙ and 0.0128±0.0004 R⊙ ,
consistent with C/O core models. However, the measure-
ments are not precise enough to constrain the hydrogen layer
mass.
7.13 SDSS J1307+2156
SDSSJ1307+2156 (SDSSJ130733.49+215636.7 in SIM-
BAD) contains a cool 8,500 K white dwarf in a 5.2 h bi-
nary with an M4 main-sequence star and was discov-
ered to be eclipsing by Parsons et al. (2013). Originally
listed as a DC white dwarf from its SDSS spectrum
(Rebassa-Mansergas et al. 2012), our higher resolution X-
shooter data revealed narrow Balmer absorption lines as well
as a large number of metal lines caused by wind accretion.
The M star dominates the flux redward of Hβ, hence we use
the measurement of its rotational broadening to constrain
the inclination and physical parameters of the binary.
We determined the mass and radius of the white dwarf
to be 0.610±0.003 M⊙ and 0.0121±0.0006 R⊙ , consistent with
C/O core models, though not precise enough to constrain the
hydrogen layer mass.
7.14 SDSS J1329+1230
SDSSJ1329+1230 (SDSSJ132925.21+123025.4 in SIM-
BAD) was found to be an eclipsing binary by Drake et al.
(2010). It contains a 12,500 K white dwarf with a low-mass
M8 companion with a short 1.9 h period. The white dwarf
completely dominates the optical spectrum and narrow cal-
cium and magnesium absorption lines are visible in its spec-
trum due to it accreting some material from the wind of its
companion. No absorption features are visible from the M
star, though several emission lines are seen, arising from the
heating effect from the white dwarf. We use these and Equa-
tion 6 to determine its radial velocity and use the gravita-
tional redshift of the white dwarf to constrain the inclination
and hence physical parameters of the stars.
The mass and radius of the white dwarf were found
to be 0.392 ± 0.023M⊙ and 0.0180 ± 0.0005 R⊙ , making this
the lowest mass white dwarf in our sample. The radius is
consistent with He core models, but slightly too large for
C/O core models (4 per cent oversized, see Figure 6). The
precision of the measurements is insufficient to constrain the
hydrogen layer mass.
7.15 SDSS J2235+1428
SDSSJ2235+1428 (SDSSJ223530.62+142855.1 in SIM-
BAD) contains a 20,800 K white dwarf in a 3.5 h binary with
an M5 main-sequence star and was discovered to be eclips-
ing by Parsons et al. (2013). The white dwarf dominates the
optical spectrum, although features from the M star are vis-
ible redward of Hα. The M star is moderately heated and
several emission lines are visible throughout the spectrum.
However, the sodium 8200A˚ absorption doublet appears to
be unaffected by the heating, since the equivalent widths of
the two lines show no variation with orbital phase. There-
fore, we use these to track the main-sequence star’s motion
and measure its rotational broadening in order to constrain
the inclination.
The white dwarf has a mass and radius of 0.398 ±
0.022M⊙ and 0.0198 ± 0.0005 R⊙ , consistent with He core
models, but substantially oversized for a C/O core white
dwarf (8 per cent too large). The radius measurement is
slightly more consistent with a thick hydrogen layer, but a
thinner layer cannot be excluded.
7.16 WD1333+005
WD1333+005 was found to be an eclipsing binary by
Drake et al. (2010). It contains a cool 7,700 K white dwarf
and M5 main-sequence star with a 2.9 h period. The white
dwarf’s spectrum contains a huge number of narrow metal
absorption lines due to accreting material from the wind
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Table 2. White dwarf mass-radius measurements obtained from eclipsing binaries. R/RC/O is the ratio of the measured radius to the
theoretical radius of a C/O core white dwarf with a thick (MH/MWD = 10
−4) hydrogen envelope (taken from Fontaine et al. 2001 or
Benvenuto & Althaus 1999 for Teff > 40, 000K), R/RHe is the ratio of the measured radius to the theoretical radius of a He core white
dwarf with a thick (MH/MWD = 10
−4) hydrogen envelope (Panei et al. 2007), for white dwarfs with masses less than 0.5M⊙ . References:
(1) This paper, (2) Bours et al. (2014), (3) Parsons et al. (2012b), (4) Parsons et al. (2010), (5) Parsons et al. (2016), (6) Parsons et al.
(2012c), (7) Parsons et al. (2012a), (8) Pyrzas et al. (2012), (9) O’Brien et al. (2001).
Object g mag Porb (h) Teff (K) Mass (M⊙) Radius (R⊙) R/RC/O R/RHe Ref
CSS 080502 17.08 3.587 17838 ± 482 0.4756 ± 0.0036 0.01749 ± 0.00028 1.06 ± 0.01 0.98 ± 0.01 1
CSS 09704 18.41 3.756 29969 ± 679 0.4164 ± 0.0356 0.02521 ± 0.00170 1.25 ± 0.08 1.05 ± 0.08 1
CSS 21357 17.29 5.962 15909 ± 285 0.6579 ± 0.0097 0.01221 ± 0.00046 0.98 ± 0.03 - 1
CSS 40190 18.16 3.123 14901 ± 731 0.4817 ± 0.0077 0.01578 ± 0.00039 1.02 ± 0.03 0.95 ± 0.03 1
CSS 41177A 17.27 2.784 22497 ± 60 0.3780 ± 0.0230 0.02224 ± 0.00041 1.09 ± 0.02 0.98 ± 0.02 2
CSS 41177B 17.27 2.784 11864 ± 281 0.3160 ± 0.0110 0.02066 ± 0.00042 1.05 ± 0.02 0.97 ± 0.02 2
GKVir 16.81 8.264 50000 ± 673 0.5618 ± 0.0142 0.01700 ± 0.00030 0.96 ± 0.01 - 3
NNSer 16.43 3.122 63000 ± 3000 0.5354 ± 0.0117 0.02080 ± 0.00020 1.00 ± 0.01 - 4
QSVir 14.66 3.618 14220 ± 350 0.7816 ± 0.0130 0.01068 ± 0.00007 1.00 ± 0.01 - 5
RRCae 14.57 7.289 7540 ± 175 0.4475 ± 0.0015 0.01568 ± 0.00009 1.03 ± 0.01 1.00 ± 0.01 1
SDSS J0024+1745 18.71 4.801 8272 ± 580 0.5340 ± 0.0090 0.01398 ± 0.00070 1.01 ± 0.05 - 1
SDSS J0106−0014 18.14 2.040 13957 ± 531 0.4406 ± 0.0144 0.01747 ± 0.00083 1.05 ± 0.01 1.00 ± 0.01 1
SDSS J0110+1326 16.53 7.984 24569 ± 385 0.4656 ± 0.0091 0.01840 ± 0.00036 1.07 ± 0.02 0.99 ± 0.02 1
SDSS J0138−0016 18.84 1.746 3570 ± 100 0.5290 ± 0.0100 0.01310 ± 0.00030 0.99 ± 0.02 - 6
SDSS J0314+0206 16.95 7.327 46783 ± 7706 0.5964 ± 0.0088 0.01594 ± 0.00022 1.01 ± 0.01 - 1
SDSS J0857+0342 17.95 1.562 37400 ± 400 0.5140 ± 0.0490 0.02470 ± 0.00080 1.43 ± 0.06 1.08 ± 0.06 7
SDSS J1021+1744 19.51 3.369 10644 ± 1721 0.5338 ± 0.0038 0.01401 ± 0.00032 1.00 ± 0.02 - 1
SDSS J1028+0931 16.40 5.641 12221 ± 765 0.4146 ± 0.0036 0.01768 ± 0.00020 1.07 ± 0.01 1.02 ± 0.01 1
SDSS J1123−1155 17.99 18.459 10210 ± 87 0.6050 ± 0.0079 0.01278 ± 0.00037 0.99 ± 0.02 - 1
SDSS J1210+3347 16.94 2.988 6000 ± 200 0.4150 ± 0.0100 0.01590 ± 0.00050 1.02 ± 0.03 0.99 ± 0.03 8
SDSS J1212−0123 16.77 8.061 17707 ± 35 0.4393 ± 0.0022 0.01680 ± 0.00030 1.00 ± 0.01 0.94 ± 0.01 3
SDSS J1307+2156 18.25 5.192 8500 ± 500 0.6098 ± 0.0031 0.01207 ± 0.00061 0.96 ± 0.04 - 1
SDSS J1329+1230 17.26 1.943 12491 ± 312 0.3916 ± 0.0234 0.01800 ± 0.00052 1.04 ± 0.02 0.99 ± 0.02 1
SDSS J2235+1428 18.59 3.467 20837 ± 773 0.3977 ± 0.0220 0.01975 ± 0.00050 1.08 ± 0.02 0.98 ± 0.02 1
V471Tau 10.04 12.508 34500 ± 1000 0.8400 ± 0.0500 0.01070 ± 0.00070 1.06 ± 0.06 - 9
WD1333+005 17.41 2.927 7740 ± 73 0.4356 ± 0.0016 0.01570 ± 0.00036 1.02 ± 0.02 0.98 ± 0.02 1
of the main-sequence star. The M star dominates the flux
beyond Hβ and therefore we use the measurement of its ro-
tational broadening to constrain the system parameters.
The mass and radius of the white dwarf are 0.436 ±
0.002M⊙ and 0.0157 ± 0.0004 R⊙ . Despite the high precision
of our measurements, the radius is in agreement with both
He and C/O core models (since the difference between the
models is small at lower temperatures), although the mea-
sured radius is inconsistent with thin hydrogen layer C/O
core models.
8 DISCUSSION
We summarise all our measurements in Table 2 along with
other, previously published precise white dwarf mass-radius
measurements from close binaries. We use the term“precise”
to mean any mass and radius measurements that have been
made independent of any theoretical mass-radius relation-
ships or spectral fits and with uncertainties less than 10 per
cent.
The white dwarfs in Table 2 span a wide range of masses
and temperatures, as is best seen in Figure 9, although there
is a clear lack of massive (>1M⊙) white dwarfs, which is un-
surprising given the evolutionary history of these binaries.
Note that these are currently the only white dwarfs with
independent mass and radius measurements, since white
dwarfs in astrometric binaries or common proper motion
systems still rely on spectral fits to determine their emer-
gent flux and hence radii. While Figure 9 nicely demon-
strates the inverse mass-radius relationship for white dwarfs
(i.e. that more massive white dwarfs are generally smaller
than less massive ones, with some dependence upon tem-
perature), it is not straightforward to assess the agreement
with evolutionary models due to the different temperatures
and core compositions of all these white dwarfs. Therefore,
in Figure 10 we plot the ratio of the measured radius to
the theoretical radius (taking into account the uncertainty
in temperature as well), assuming thick surface hydrogen
layers. For white dwarfs with masses less than 0.5M⊙ we
plot this ratio relative to C/O core models (in black) and
He core models (in red). Both Figure 6 and Figure 10 show
that white dwarfs with masses below 0.5M⊙ have radii that
are more consistent with He core models and only one ob-
ject, SDSSJ1212−0123, has a radius more consistent with
a C/O core (Parsons et al. 2012b). It is perhaps unsurpris-
ing that these low mass white dwarfs likely have He cores
since, although it is possible to create C/O core white dwarfs
with masses less than 0.5M⊙ , it requires substantial mass
loss along the red giant branch (Prada Moroni & Straniero
2009; Willems & Kolb 2004; Han et al. 2000). For this to
occur in a binary system requires that the initial mass ra-
tio was large and therefore the orbit should increase during
the mass loss and hence we would not observe such systems
as close binaries. Nevertheless, this is the first direct obser-
vational evidence of a change in core composition in this
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Figure 9. Left: stars and white dwarfs with precise model-independent mass and radius measurements. The white dwarfs are shown
in red and are from Table 2, the main-sequence stars are taken from Torres et al. (2010). This figure demonstrates not only the inverse
mass-radius relationship for white dwarfs, but also the large mass losses involved in stellar evolution. Right: The white dwarf mass-radius
relationship. The solid black lines are theoretical C/O core models with thick hydrogen layers with temperatures from 60,000K (top)
to 10,000K (bottom) in steps of 10,000K (taken from Fontaine et al. 2001 or Benvenuto & Althaus 1999 for Teff > 40, 000K). The green
lines are He core models with thick hydrogen layers with temperatures from 30,000K (top) to 10,000K (bottom) in steps of 10,000K
(taken from Panei et al. 2007). The dashed black line is the zero-temperature relation from Verbunt & Rappaport (1988).
mass range. With a sufficiently large sample of mass-radius
measurements in this range one could even pinpoint exactly
where this core change occurs (although this also depends
upon the metallicity and so will not be the same for every
object).
In addition to mass, temperature and core composi-
tion, the radius of a white dwarf is also dependent upon the
surface hydrogen layer. Studies of pulsating ZZCeti type
white dwarfs have found a large spread in the hydrogen
layer mass of white dwarfs, from as low as MH/MWD =
10−10 upto MH/MWD = 10
−4 (Castanheira & Kepler 2009;
Romero et al. 2012), with a mean value of MH/MWD =
2.71 × 10−5. While our measurements cannot constrain the
layer mass as precisely as pulsational studies, we can still
potentially differentiate between thick and thin layers. In
Figure 11 we plot the ratio of the measured white dwarf ra-
dius to the theoretical radius (assuming He cores for masses
below 0.5M⊙) for thick hydrogen layers (MH/MWD = 10
−4,
black points) and thin hydrogen layers (MH/MWD = 10
−10,
red points). For objects with precise enough measurements
we find that models with thick hydrogen layers reproduce
the observed radii far better than models with thinner lay-
ers (that are often around 10 per cent too small). This effect
is largest in hotter white dwarfs, where the layer mass has a
much larger impact on the overall radius of the white dwarf.
We also compared our measured radii to the models
of Benvenuto & Althaus (1999) (C/O core) and Panei et al.
(2007) (He core) over a range of different hydrogen layer
masses (note that the Fontaine et al. 2001 models used in
Figure 11 are only available with thick, MH/MWD = 10
−4,
or thin, MH/MWD = 10
−10 layers). Model radii within one
sigma of the measured value were deemed consistent (tak-
ing into account the uncertainties in the mass and temper-
ature of each white dwarf) and are shown in Figure 12. We
find that, for white dwarfs with precise enough measure-
ments, their radii are consistent with having surface hydro-
Figure 10. Ratio of the measured white dwarf radii to theo-
retical predictions as a function of mass. Filled black points are
assuming a C/O core white dwarf with a thick hydrogen layer
(taken from Fontaine et al. 2001 or Benvenuto & Althaus 1999
for Teff > 40, 000K), while open red points are assuming a He
core with a thick hydrogen layer (for the same white dwarfs,
with masses below 0.5M⊙, taken from Panei et al. 2007). Vir-
tually every radius measurement below 0.5M⊙ is more consistent
with He core rather than C/O core models, the only exception
being SDSS J1212−0123 (Parsons et al. 2012b).
gen layers with masses between 10−5 ≥ MH/MWD ≥ 10
−4,
with some spread to larger and smaller values. This is con-
sistent with the canonical value of 10−4 from evolutionary
computations (e.g. Althaus et al. 2010). Since all these white
dwarfs have interacted with their main-sequence compan-
ions in the past (during the giant phase, through a com-
mon envelope event) it might be expected that they posses
thinner hydrogen envelopes than isolated white dwarfs, al-
though the small amount of material accreted from the wind
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Figure 11. Ratio of the measured white dwarf radii to theo-
retical predictions as a function of effective temperature. Filled
black points assume a thick surface hydrogen layer, while open
red points assume a thin layer. The discrepancy is largest for hot-
ter white dwarfs, with the majority of measurements favoring a
thick layer.
of their companions (∼10−15M⊙ yr
−1 Pyrzas et al. 2012) en-
sures that there are no DB white dwarfs in close bina-
ries with main-sequence stars (Parsons et al. 2013). How-
ever, the fact that our measurements are consistent with
the canonical value implies that the hydrogen envelopes are
not strongly affected by common envelope evolution. On the
other hand, the hydrogen layer mass of the ZZCeti white
dwarf in the close binary SDSSJ113655.17+040952.6 was
found to be MH/MWD ≈ 10
−4.9 (Hermes et al. 2015), at the
lower end of the range we find and potentially indicative of
some small mass loss. A more robust test of whether or not
the common envelope phase has an effect on the layer mass
will require the identification of more ZZCeti white dwarfs
in close binaries.
8.1 The accuracy of white dwarf spectroscopic fits
For the vast majority of single white dwarfs, spectroscopic
fits to the Balmer lines are currently the only method to
estimate their masses (using the surface gravity determined
from the fits and a mass-radius relation), and most of our
knowledge of the white dwarf mass distribution is based on
this method (e.g. Bergeron et al. 1992; Finley et al. 1997;
Kepler et al. 2007; Tremblay et al. 2013). Our sample of
white dwarfs in eclipsing binaries provides an excellent op-
portunity to test the precision and robustness of the spec-
trosopic fits, as we can compare the surface gravities derived
from the X-Shooter spectra with those computed from the
masses and radii that we directly measured from the light
curve fits.
Figure 13 shows the comparison between the surface
gravities of our white dwarfs from the spectrosopic fits and
computed from the mass and radius values measured from
the light curves. In general there is excellent agreement be-
tween the spectroscopic surface gravities and the measured
values, however, there are a few outliers and in all these cases
the spectroscopic fit over-predicts the surface gravity. Three
Figure 12. Range of surface hydrogen layer masses consistent
with our measured radii. We have excluded objects where we have
minimal or no constraints.
of these objects (SDSSJ0024+1745, SDSSJ1021+1744 and
SDSSJ1028+0931) are cool white dwarfs with early M-type
companions that dominate the optical flux over the white
dwarf. Therefore, the white dwarf spectra are of lower qual-
ity than the other objects and may still be contaminated
by features from the main-sequence stars (as noted in Sec-
tion 5.1, the main-sequence star subtraction is never per-
fect). This means that the spectroscopic fits are less reliable,
since the Balmer lines may be distorted and hence it is per-
haps unsuprising that these particular objects are outliers.
The one other outlier is SDSSJ1123−1155, which dif-
fers from the other systems because the white dwarf dom-
inates the optical light and therefore suffers from less con-
tamination than the other objects. However, in this case
the discrepancy is only at the 2 sigma level (spectroscopic
log g = 8.31 ± 0.14, eclipse analysis log g = 8.01 ± 0.03). As
the model atmosphere fit measures the surface gravity from
the width and shape of the Balmer line profiles, additional
broadening mechanisms such as additional perturbers con-
tributing the the Stark broadening (e.g. neutral He), or a
magnetic field, may be the cause for the slightly higher spec-
troscopically determined mass.
9 CONCLUSIONS
We have used a combination of high-speed photometry and
phase-resolved spectroscopy to precisely measure the masses
and radii for 16 white dwarfs in detached eclipsing bi-
naries with low-mass main-sequence star companions. We
combined these results with 10 previously measured bina-
ries to test the white dwarf mass-radius relationship. We
found excellent agreement between our measured radii and
theoretical predictions across a wide range of masses and
temperatures. We also find that, as expected, the radii of
white dwarfs with masses below 0.5M⊙ are far more con-
sistent with He core models than those with C/O cores.
Moreover, our most precise measurements allow us to ex-
clude thin surface hydrogen layers, with thicker values of
10−5 ≥ MH/MWD ≥ 10
−4 favoured, implying that surface
MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2017)
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Figure 13. Comparison between the surface gravities determined
from the model atmosphere fits to the X-Shooter spectroscopy,
and those computed from the mass and radius values measured
from the light curves.
hydrogen layers are not strongly depleted by close binary
evolution.
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Table A1. Journal of photometric observations.
Date at Instrument Telescope Filter(s) Start Orbital Exposure Number of Conditions
start of run (UT) phase time (s) exposures (Transparency, seeing)
CSS 080502:
2010-04-21 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 23:48:00 0.90–1.60 3.0 3339 Good, ∼2 arcsec
2010-04-22 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 23:25:47 0.48–0.92 2.0 2734 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
2010-04-25 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 01:04:33 0.33–0.65 2.0 2066 Average, ∼1.5 arcsec
2010-11-23 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 07:35:09 0.79–1.16 3.7 1269 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
2010-11-26 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 07:10:17 0.75–1.13 3.8 1269 Excellent, <1 arcsec
2010-11-27 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 06:15:06 0.19–0.54 3.7 1194 Excellent, <1 arcsec
2010-12-15 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 06:52:44 0.82–1.29 3.7 1583 Good, ∼1 arcsec
2010-12-17 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 05:32:20 0.83–1.70 3.7 2964 Good, ∼1 arcsec
2016-11-10 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′r ′ 06:39:41 0.82–1.10 3.0 1198 Excellent, <1 arcsec
CSS 09704:
2010-11-29 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 00:24:08 0.85–1.22 6.9 740 Average, ∼1.5 arcsec
2011-05-27 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′r ′ 09:02:36 0.88–1.28 5.8 922 Good, ∼1 arcsec
2011-11-01 ULTRACAM WHT u′g′r ′ 22:04:39 0.91–1.07 4.1 531 Excellent, <1 arcsec
2012-09-05 ULTRACAM WHT u′g′r ′ 20:37:30 0.91–1.05 3.2 517 Good, ∼1 arcsec
2012-09-06 ULTRACAM WHT u′g′r ′ 22:45:51 0.87–1.08 3.3 834 Average, ∼1.5 arcsec
2012-10-09 ULTRACAM WHT u′g′r ′ 19:43:44 0.90–1.11 3.1 887 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
2016-11-11 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′r ′ 01:16:02 0.95–1.05 4.0 318 Good, ∼1 arcsec
CSS 21357:
2014-01-27 ULTRASPEC TNT KG5 19:32:23 0.92–1.10 1.5 2484 Excellent, ∼1.5 arcsec
2015-02-28 ULTRASPEC TNT KG5 19:26:52 0.94–1.09 2.0 1584 Good, ∼2 arcsec
2015-03-01 ULTRASPEC TNT KG5 19:18:13 0.94–1.09 2.0 1670 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
CSS 40190:
2010-12-13 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′r ′ 07:41:50 0.89–1.14 4.8 581 Good, ∼2 arcsec
2016-11-11 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′r ′ 07:32:00 0.86–1.12 4.0 761 Excellent, <1 arcsec
RRCae:
2005-11-25 ULTRACAM VLT u′g′i′ 00:23:57 0.43–0.56 0.5 6974 Excellent, <1 arcsec
2005-11-27 ULTRACAM VLT u′g′i′ 00:02:27 0.96–1.06 0.5 5061 Excellent, <1 arcsec
2005-11-27 ULTRACAM VLT u′g′i′ 07:04:42 0.93–1.10 0.5 8617 Excellent, <1 arcsec
2010-11-15 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 03:31:35 0.37–0.58 3.0 1834 Good, ∼1 arcsec
2010-11-21 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 05:34:49 0.41–0.85 3.0 3901 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
2010-11-22 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′r ′ 06:07:21 0.78–1.09 3.0 2794 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
2010-11-26 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 01:43:15 0.34–0.56 2.5 2149 Excellent, <1 arcsec
2010-11-27 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 03:54:33 0.94–1.05 2.5 1216 Excellent, <1 arcsec
2010-11-27 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 07:37:29 0.45–0.55 2.5 1128 Excellent, <1 arcsec
2010-12-02 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 04:09:15 0.43–0.57 2.5 1433 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
2010-12-10 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 00:43:35 0.30–0.62 3.0 2762 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
2010-12-15 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 05:26:25 0.41–0.59 2.8 1590 Good, ∼1 arcsec
2016-11-08 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′r ′ 04:37:46 0.98–1.04 2.0 743 Excellent, <1 arcsec
SDSS J0024+1745:
2015-09-18 ULTRACAM WHT u′g′r ′ 02:57:44 0.91–1.10 0.6 5966 Average, ∼2 arcsec
2016-11-08 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′r ′ 00:13:14 0.92–1.07 4.0 688 Excellent, <1 arcsec
2016-11-09 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′r ′ 00:31:37 0.98–1.09 4.0 484 Good, ∼1 arcsec
SDSS J0106−0014:
2010-11-11 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 00:22:51 0.28–1.64 4.0 2494 Good, ∼1 arcsec
2010-11-23 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 00:30:57 0.48–0.60 5.0 1949 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
2010-11-26 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 00:40:45 0.85–1.25 2.5 1159 Excellent, <1 arcsec
2010-11-26 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 04:22:13 0.66–1.20 4.0 996 Excellent, <1 arcsec
2010-11-27 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 00:29:50 0.52–1.13 2.5 1868 Excellent, <1 arcsec
2010-12-17 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 00:42:45 0.86–1.14 3.0 671 Good, ∼1 arcsec
2011-11-01 ULTRACAM WHT u′g′r ′ 20:30:02 0.86–1.24 4.0 703 Excellent, <1 arcsec
2011-11-02 ULTRACAM WHT u′g′r ′ 20:59:54 0.87–1.22 3.0 843 Average, ∼1.5 arcsec
2012-09-06 ULTRACAM WHT u′g′r ′ 23:40:07 0.81–1.18 4.0 753 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
2012-09-07 ULTRACAM WHT u′g′r ′ 01:40:32 0.80–1.04 2.0 926 Excellent, <1 arcsec
2012-10-10 ULTRACAM WHT u′g′r ′ 21:57:26 0.91–1.08 3.1 401 Excellent, <1 arcsec
2016-11-08 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′r ′ 01:04:45 0.92–1.07 4.0 278 Excellent, <1 arcsec
SDSS J0110+1326:
2007-10-21 ULTRACAM WHT u′g′i′ 02:51:57 0.86–1.07 1.2 4805 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
2010-11-23 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 02:57:19 0.45–0.56 3.0 1140 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
2012-09-09 ULTRACAM WHT u′g′i′ 00:35:56 0.97–1.04 2.0 858 Good, ∼1 arcsec
2012-10-09 ULTRACAM WHT u′g′r ′ 22:39:02 0.91–1.04 2.0 1829 Good, ∼2 arcsec
2015-09-19 ULTRACAM WHT u′g′r ′ 04:33:21 0.91–1.02 1.8 1764 Average, ∼1.5 arcsec
2016-11-08 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′r ′ 01:30:59 0.97–1.03 2.0 936 Excellent, <1 arcsec
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Date at Instrument Telescope Filter(s) Start Orbital Exposure Number of Conditions
start of run (UT) phase time (s) exposures (Transparency, seeing)
SDSS J0314+0206:
2012-10-14 ULTRACAM WHT u′g′r ′ 02:42:14 0.94–1.05 1.6 1712 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
2016-11-09 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′r ′ 05:00:17 0.93–1.07 3.5 1040 Excellent, <1 arcsec
SDSS J1021+1744:
2015-01-17 ULTRACAM WHT u′g′r ′ 01:12:30 0.78–1.29 4.0 1563 Good, ∼1 arcsec
2015-05-19 ULTRACAM WHT u′g′z′ 21:13:23 0.89–1.09 9.9 245 Good, ∼2 arcsec
2015-05-20 ULTRACAM WHT u′g′i′ 21:11:18 0.01–0.48 5.0 1160 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
SDSS J1028+0931:
2014-11-27 ULTRASPEC TNT g′ 21:14:20 0.90–1.06 1.0 3163 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
2014-12-01 ULTRASPEC TNT g′ 20:48:21 0.85–1.04 1.0 3943 Good, ∼2 arcsec
2015-01-06 ULTRASPEC TNT g′ 20:08:27 0.92–1.07 1.0 3056 Good, ∼2 arcsec
2015-02-25 ULTRASPEC TNT g′ 15:33:21 0.86–1.07 1.0 4377 Good, ∼2 arcsec
2015-03-03 ULTRASPEC TNT g′ 18:21:00 0.88–1.09 1.0 4199 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
2016-03-17 ULTRASPEC TNT g′ 19:02:34 0.85–1.05 1.0 4091 Average, ∼1.5 arcsec
SDSS J1123−1155:
2014-01-28 ULTRASPEC TNT KG5 17:19:39 0.92–1.04 1.5 5404 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
SDSS J1307+2156:
2015-02-28 ULTRASPEC TNT KG5 21:18:08 0.91–1.05 4.8 542 Good, ∼2 arcsec
SDSS J1329+1230:
2010-04-21 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 05:18:12 0.76–1.50 3.0 1738 Excellent, <1 arcsec
2010-04-22 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 03:44:44 0.31–0.53 3.8 410 Good, ∼2 arcsec
2010-04-22 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 05:20:42 0.13–0.70 3.8 1041 Good, ∼2 arcsec
2010-04-23 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 01:06:14 0.30–1.12 3.8 1496 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
2010-04-23 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 04:05:44 0.85–1.13 3.8 531 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
2010-04-23 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 06:01:07 0.83–1.30 3.8 861 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
2010-04-25 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 04:49:24 0.91–1.65 3.9 1315 Average, ∼1.5 arcsec
2010-04-28 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′r ′ 02:48:35 0.93–1.15 3.9 404 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
SDSS J2235+1428:
2010-11-12 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 00:14:36 0.31–1.08 5.0 1933 Good, ∼1 arcsec
2010-11-15 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′i′ 01:06:38 0.32–0.61 5.0 717 Good, ∼2 arcsec
2011-11-01 ULTRACAM WHT u′g′r ′ 21:20:33 0.96–1.13 5.0 351 Excellent, <1 arcsec
2012-09-07 ULTRACAM WHT u′g′r ′ 00:33:05 0.87–1.06 4.0 598 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
2012-09-10 ULTRACAM WHT u′g′r ′ 21:57:26 0.81–1.09 4.0 851 Good, ∼2 arcsec
2015-09-19 ULTRACAM WHT u′g′r ′ 20:44:26 0.89–1.06 4.0 551 Average, ∼2 arcsec
2016-11-09 ULTRACAM NTT u′g′r ′ 01:14:41 0.91–1.08 4.1 512 Excellent, <1 arcsec
WD1333+005:
2014-02-02 ULTRASPEC TNT KG5 18:54:41 0.84–1.13 1.5 1998 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
2015-02-23 ULTRASPEC TNT KG5 18:28:12 0.71–1.10 3.0 1384 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
2015-03-30 ULTRASPEC TNT KG5 15:59:01 0.86–1.09 3.5 688 Good, ∼2 arcsec
2016-03-19 ULTRASPEC TNT KG5 16:13:42 0.76–1.10 4.0 900 Average, ∼2 arcsec
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Table B1. Journal of X-shooter spectroscopic observations. We have not included the NIR exposure times or number of exposures for
objects with very low signal-to-noise ratios in this arm, since this data was discarded.
Date at Start Orbital Exposure time (s) Number of exposures Conditions
start of run (UT) phase UVB/VIS/NIR UVB/VIS/NIR (Transparency, seeing)
CSS080502:
2014-03-04 01:18:17 0.07–0.39 368/410/300 10/9/13 Good, ∼1 arcsec
2014-03-05 00:30:13 0.54–0.98 368/418/300 14/12/18 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
CSS09704:
2013-10-25 00:23:19 0.16–0.40 600/638/- 6/6/- Good, ∼1 arcsec
2013-10-27 00:31:05 0.98–1.07 600/638/- 3/3/- Excellent, <1 arcsec
2014-10-30 01:02:06 0.46–0.94 600/600/- 10/10/- Excellent, <1 arcsec
CSS21357:
2014-04-21 03:12:16 0.30–1.02 600/301/200 23/42/71 Excellent, <1 arcsec
2014-04-22 02:28:15 0.20–0.32 600/301/200 5/9/15 Excellent, <1 arcsec
CSS40190:
2014-03-06 00:18:40 0.92–1.70 530/565/- 10/10/- Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
2014-03-07 00:18:21 0.60–1.45 495/530/- 16/16/- Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
SDSS J0024+1745:
2013-10-25 04:16:41 0.87–0.99 606/294/100 4/7/23 Good, ∼1 arcsec
2013-10-26 00:35:24 0.10–0.91 606/294/100 21/39/108 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
2014-10-31 01:44:41 0.99–1.07 600/300/100 3/5/17 Excellent, <1 arcsec
SDSS J0106−0014:
2013-10-27 02:11:21 0.52–1.70 480/515/- 16/16/- Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
SDSS J0110+1326:
2010-10-01 03:08:20 0.17–0.24 300/337/385 6/6/6 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
2013-10-25 03:00:25 0.68–0.81 300/338/386 11/10/10 Good, ∼1 arcsec
2013-10-26 04:44:29 0.91–1.12 300/338/386 18/16/16 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
2013-10-27 01:10:42 0.47–0.56 300/338/386 9/8/8 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
SDSS J0314+0206:
2013-10-26 06:42:33 0.36–0.64 360/398/386 19/17/19 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
2014-10-30 04:12:03 0.67–1.29 410/400/440 32/32/34 Excellent, <1 arcsec
SDSS J1021+1744:
2014-03-04 02:46:35 0.54–0.84 645/615/300 6/6/15 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
2014-03-05 02:20:18 0.53–1.67 645/615/300 20/20/44 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
SDSS J1028+0931:
2014-03-06 01:51:24 0.71–1.26 408/397/254 19/19/33 Good, ∼1 arcsec
2014-04-20 00:28:02 0.92–1.09 408/397/254 8/8/14 Excellent, <1 arcsec
2014-04-22 00:26:59 0.42–0.70 408/397/254 12/12/20 Excellent, <1 arcsec
SDSS J1123−1155:
2014-03-07 03:20:47 0.57–0.65 495/530/270 10/10/20 Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
2014-04-19 00:05:54 0.30–0.45 495/530/270 20/17/33 Good, ∼1 arcsec
2014-04-20 23:39:22 0.87–1.05 495/530/270 21/19/40 Excellent, <1 arcsec
2014-04-21 23:52:26 0.19–0.20 495/530/270 3/3/6 Excellent, <1 arcsec
SDSS J1307+2156:
2014-04-20 01:41:05 0.63–1.38 400/300/100 32/39/127 Excellent, <1 arcsec
SDSS J1329+1230:
2010-04-05 02:38:17 0.76–1.63 300/338/- 16/16/- Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
SDSS J2235+1428:
2010-09-30 23:38:14 0.40–1.35 300/337/- 27/27/- Good, ∼1.5 arcsec
WD1333+005:
2014-03-06 05:11:05 0.54–1.60 366/408/300 27/24/36 Good, ∼1 arcsec
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